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The subgraph homeomorphism problem, where the pattern graph is a wheel with four or five 
spokes, is studied. The most important result is that any 34n~ected graph satisfying a simple 
edge co~eetivity condition has a W$homeomorph ilf it has a vertex v of degree at least 5 and a 
circuit, disjoint from v, of length at least 5. Efficient algorithms are describ& for these cases of 
the subgraph homeomorphism problem. 

1. Induction 

A graph G is said to be an elementary subdivision of a graph H if ar, isomorphic 
copy of G can be obtained from li by replacing some edge of H with a path of 
length 2 (where the extra vertex so introduced does not occur in H). G is a 

subdivision of H if G can be obtained from H by a sequence of elementary 
subdivisions. IIere we often say simply that G is a Hwbdivibz. me equivalent 
expression “G is homeomorphic from H” is also found in the literature. 

Many authors have considered the structure of graphs containing no subdivi- 
sion of another fixed graph (often called the pa&m graph). Eleg- 2% characteriza- 
tions have been obtained when the tied graph is KS, &[l, 21, . ;3,3[4], C4[91i 
C5[9], and the two vertex graph with k parallel edges (for any k) [7], among 
others. It is our purpose here to add the wheels with four and five spokes to this 
list. The result on W4 is relatively easy, although I have not been able to find it in 
the literature; the result on W5 is more difticult . 

We are also interested in algorithms for detecting the presence of various 
subdivisions. Specifically, if H is a fixed graph then -we would like to know the 
complexity of the following problem. 

SUBGIWH HOMEOMORPHISM (H) (abbreviated SHP(H)). 
Input: Graph G. 
Question: Does G contain a subgraph which is a subdivision of 

*The work of this paper was done whiie the author was a graduate student at the 
Institute, Oxford, U.K. 
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It clearly belongs to NP for all H, and it is well known that if H is allowed to 
vary, as part of the input to the problem, then the problem becomes NP- 
complete. (We refer the reader to [3] for complexity theoretic terminology.) One 
may ask: for which fixed graphs H is SEIP(H) in P and for which graphs is it 
Np_complete? This question was first asked by LaPaugh and Rivest [6]. For the 
pattern graphs listed above, the known elegant characterizations yield efficient 
polynomial time algorithms for the corresponding subgraph homeomorphism 
problems. In general, however, the question remained open until recently, when 
Robertson and Seymour used very deep and powerful techniques to prove that 
SHP(H) belongs to P for all H (see [S]). 

Thus, in the sense of polynomial time solvability versus NP-completeness, the 
subgraph homeomorphism problem is now completely solved. The polynomial 
time algorithms found by Robertson and Seymour are very general; however they 
are not practical and do not yield elegant characterizations of the sort, for 
example, of those described above. Thus it is still of interest to obtain exact 
charscterixations of graphs with subdivisions of a specific pattern graph excluded, 
and e&ziept algorithms for SHP(H) for specific g~phs .Li. It is with this 
motivation that we study SHP(W,) and 3HP(W5). It should perhaps be added that 
such results for specific pattern graphs do not in any way supersede, or compare 
with, the truly marvellous general results of Robertson and Seymour. They 
merely retie our understanding of a few special cases. 

2. Some deihitims 

All graphs in the rest of this paper are undirected, and have no loops or 
multiple edges. Our notation and terminology follows standard usage; see e.g. [S] 
for undefined terms. 

If G is a graph we denote its vertex set by V(G) and its edge set by E(G). The 
neighbourhood N&) of a vertex v in G is the set of vertices which are adjacent 
to v in G. If V’s V(G) then the subgraph of G induceal by V’ is (V’, E’) where 
E’ = (VW E E(G) 1 v, w E V’} and is denoted by (V’). 

Paths are assumed to be self-avoiding. The length of a path or circuit is the 
number of edges it has. Wk denotes the k-wheel with Jt: spokes (rather than k - 1 
spokes as in [S]). A vertex of a path P is internal if it is not an endpoint of P. If P 

Table 1. Interval notation for subpaths. 



Bridges of GIW: 

&2,4,5); 

(4,596); 

(4,5,7); 

C3,4,5)* 

is any path and v, w E V(P) then we use interval notation, as shown in Table 1, to 
describe various subpaths of P. The table gives full details. (The empty “path” 
with no vertices may result in some cases.) 

If W s V(G) then G-W is the graph obtained from G by removing all vertices 
of W and all edges incident with vertices in W. If H is a subgraph of G then G-H 
denotes the graph L--V(H). 

We say that W s V(G) is a sepawting set of G, and that W separates G, if 
G-W is disconnected. Thus, G has a separating set of size ok if and only if G is 
not (k + l)~~~ted. If W separates G then we denote by G 1 W the set of all 
subsets U of V(G) satisfying 

(i) Any two vertices of U are joined by a path in G with no internal vertex in 

w; 
and 

(ii) V is maximal with respect to (i). 
We will refer to the elements of G 1 W as Bricltges. Note that in this paper 

bridges are sets of vertices, not sub~aphs. it is easily seen that every vertex of G 
lies in a bridge of G 1 W_ ~~~he~ore, the sets of the form U\ W, *where U is a 
bridge of G 1 Wp partition V(G)\W. 

Note that if G is disconnected and W = (B then the bridges of G I W are 
lprecisely the vertex sets of the connected ~m~nents of G. 

h example illustrating the above definitions is given in Fig. 1, 

We consider the structure of graphs with, in turn, W,-subdivisions and 
W~-s~~~d~visions excluded. Most of this section is taken up 

The first result characterizes 3-connected members of 
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cent of Tutte’s characterization of 3-connected graphs (see [S, p. 461) but we 
cannot see a more direct mmection. 

Theorem 1. Let G be a 3-connected graph. Then G cmtaim a I#;-sz&divSion if 
and only if G hm a vertex of degree greater than or equal to 4. 

We will prove a technical strengthening of this result which we will need for 
Theorem 4. 

Definition. If k a 4 and H is a subgraph of G which is a Wk-subdivision, then we 
say H is centred on a vertex v E V(G) if v has maximum degree in H. 

&ma 2. If G is a 3-connected graph and v is aslty vertex of degree 24 in G, then 
G contains a W~-S~--‘- *NhJ%sion centred on v. 

Suppos G is 3-eonneeted an4 that vO E V(G) with deg ~~34. Let 
vl, tJ2, v3, ug be four neighbours of v o. By the 3-conmectivity of G there exist 
paths PI and P2 from {vl, v3} to {v2, vq} in G which are vertex-disjoint and avoid 
vo. Now consider the vertex sets of these paths. Again by the 3-connectivity of G 
there exist two vertex-disjoint paths Q1 and Q2 from V(P,) to V(P2) each of 
which meets each of V(P,) and V(P,) only once and avoids vo. These paths 
PI, P2, Q,, Q2 together with v. and the edges vovi, 16 i ~4, constitute the 
required Wd-subdivision. Cl 

We now attack the wheel WS. A technical definition is necessary. 

Definition. An internal 3_edge-cutset in a graph G is a set E’ of at most 3 edges of 
G such that G-E’ is disconnected with each component having more than one 
vertex. 

eorem 3. Let G be 3-connected, with pto internal 3-edge-cutset. Then G has a 
W5-subdivision if and only if G has a vertex v of degree at least 5 and a circuit of 
size at least 5 which does not contain v. 

Suppose G is 3-connected with no internal 3-edge-cutset. The forward 
implication is trivial. Suppose then that G has a vertex v. of degree at least 5 and 
a &curt of size at least 5 which does not contain vo. 

By Lemma 2 G contains a W,-subdivision centred on vo. If H = (VH, EH) is any 
-subdivision centred on vo, we -write: CH for the circuit of H which does not 

meet v[J; vy, f S i s 4, for the four vertices of degree 3 in H; and Py for the path 
from ~0 to at? in H (which meets CH only at vy), for each i, 1 s i s 4. We assume 
(without loss of generality) that the V? are arranged on CE so that it is poa;ible to 
move around CH encountering vr, vF, v,H, v$ in exactly this order. clearly 
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&(v&!$&) # 0, since deg v oa 5. If u E N~;(v~)\~~(v~), define 
UH(u) as follows: If u $ Vap U,,(u) is the bridge of G 1 vq which 
u E VH, &(u) = {vg, u}. - 

We will usually drop the superscripts and subscripts H when 
results. 

There are three cases to consider. 
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the vertex set 
contains u; if 

no ambiguity 

Case 1. G has a W4-subdivision M centred on v. a vertex u E NG(vojWH(vo) 
such that U*(u) contains a vertex u1 of CH\{vr, v?, vF, vf}. 

There is then a vo- u1 path in (U”(u)) which does not meet H except at v. 
and ul, and this path together with H gives a W5-subdkision in G. (See 1Fi.g. 2; the 
wavy line is the vo-u1 path in (VW(u)).) 

Case 2. G has a W4-subdivision H centred on v. and a vertex u E NG(vo)WH(vo) 
such that U”(u) contains two vertices, other than vo, on two separate Py. (Note 
that in this case u $ VH.) 

Let these two vertices be ul, u2- Since G is 3-connected there are two paths Ql 
and Q2 in (U(u)) from u to u1 and u2 respectively which meet H only at u1 and 
u2 and which are vertex-disjoint except at u. Assume without loss of generality 
that ul is on Pl and u2 is on Pz or P3. 

Subcuse 2a: {ul, u2} # {vl, vg). 
Assume without loss of generality that u2# v3. G contains a Ws-subdivision 

formed from AI as follows: add the vertex u, the edge uvo and paths Ql and (22, 
and remove the internal vertices of the vl - v2 path in CH which avoids vs. Figs. 
3(a) and 3(b) illustrate this when u2 is on P2 or P3 respectively, and in each case 

Fig. 2. Diagram for Case 1. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. Diagrams for Sub-case 2a. 

the starred portion ( * ) is the path to be removed as just described. The reader 
may easily verify the presence of a W5-subdivision in each instance. 

SUbcase2b: Ul=Vl, U2=V3. 

Put W = {vo, vl, v3}. We may suppose that C{tr) n VH = W, since if (U(u) n 
V,)\W +B then either Case 1 or Subcase 2a applies a& we know then that G has 
a Wssubdivision. 

Suppose there is a path Q in G from an internal vertex wl of PI or P3 to a vertex 
w2 of H not on PI or P3 where Q does not meet H except at its endpoints. 
Suppose without loss of generality that wl is on PI. Then G contains a 
W5-subdivision: pig. 4 shows essentially all the configurations of wl, w2 and Q 
relative to H, and in each case removing the starred portion leaves a 
W5-subdivision. (Note that Q avoids U(U) by detiition of the latter.) From now 
on suppr3se there is no such path Q. Thus, if i E {1,3}, then P is either a single 
edge or is not in the same bridge of G 1 W as any vertex in H-PI-P3. 

Now let H2 and H4 be the components of H-PI-P3 which contain v2 and u4 

Fig. 4. Diqpns iktrating the existence of M~subdivisions for vamus configwations of H and Q in 
6, in Subcase 2b. 
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respectively. Thus H2 (respectively, &) consists of the path P,[v,, v,) (P,[v,, v,)) 
and the path obtained by removing the endpoints of the v~-v~ path in C which 
meets 2~~ (v& Suppose there exists a path Q in G from a vertex M+ of H2 to a 
vertex w2 of H” which avoids M except at its endpoints. Then once ain it can be 
seen that G contains a W5-subdivision: Fig. 5 shows the possible configurations, 
and in each case removing the starred portion leaves a W5-subdivision. (Note that 
Q avoids U(U).) From now on then suppose there is no such path Q. Thus H2, &H4 
are in different bridges of G 1 W, and we denote these bridges by U2 and U4 
respectively. 

We have so far shown that there are at least 3 different bridges of 6 1 W, 
namely U2, U4 and U(U), which do not contain any internal vertices (if such exist) 
of Pi or P3. 

Now W is contained in a bridge of G 1 W (namely any of U2, U4, U(U)); it 
follows that each bridge of 4; 1 W contains some vertex of G not in -W, and further 
that each bridge of G 1 W contains W for otherwise 3-connectivity is violated. 
Now G-v0 has a circuit D of size at least 5. If V(D) is contained in some bridge 
of G I W then that bridge trivially contains at least two vertices not in W. On the 
other hand, if V(D) is not contained in any bridge of G I W, then D must meet vl 
and ~1~ and. the two bridges of D 1 {v l, v 3j tie each contained in a bridge of 
G I W. But since D has length at least 5, some bridge of D I {vl, 13,) has at least 
two vertices other than ul and 2~~. Thus there is a bridge Y* of G I W which 
contains at least two vertices not in W. 
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Consider the set of edges 

Ciearly E’ is a cutset of G. Since each bridge of G 1 W contains W, we know 
(E’l a 3. Now one component of G-E’ contains U*\W, which we know has at 
least two vertices, and the other component of G-E’ contains W; thus each 
component of G-E’ contains at least two vertices. This implies that if IE’I = 3 
then E’ is an internal 3-edge-cutset, contradictory to our assumptions. Hence 
IE’la 4. Thus some member x of W has at least two neighbours, say wl and w2, in 
U*\W. Put {y, z} = W&j. By 3-connectivity there exist two vertex-disjoint 
paths Q,,, Qz in (U*), avoiding X, from wl, w2 respectively to {y, z}. 
Furthermore there is a path R in (U*) from some vertex w; on Q,, to some vertex 
IV; on Qz which avoids W and which meets Q,,, Qz only at its endpoints. 

Suppose for the moment that Us meets at least one of PI ad P3 internally 
(Note that then I/* is distinct from U2, U4 and U(u), which cannot meet PI or P3 
internally ;bs we observed earlier.) Now of course U(e) contains ‘&e vertex u 
(which is not in W) and the three paths QI, Q2 and fcvo from u to {x, y, z} which 
are vertex-disjoint except at u. We also note the existence of an x-y path Sxy in 
U2 and an x-z path SXz in Us. The paths Q,,, Qz, R, Ql, Q2# A”’ and SXz together 
with the edges xwl, XWZ, and uvo constitute a W5-subdivision, in G, centred on x 
(see Fig* 6; the paths marked by a dagger are Q1, Q2 and rrvo in some order). 
Note that it is not neces-&y true that x = uo, so this W5+ubdivision need not be 
centred on vo. 

U 

Fig. 6. A W5-subdivision found io Subcase 2b. 
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Finally suppose that 61’ does not meet P1 or P3 internally. I-Iere Us might 
conceivably be one of U2, U” or U(u), but in any event there certainly exist two 
bridges U (‘I , Ut2) of G 1 W other than Us. For each i E {1,2} we also know that 
(P) contains a vertex u@ not in W and three paths R&f), Rf), Rf) from u@) to 

vo, vl, 2~~ respectively which are vertex-disjoint except at ~8). Now if x = vu0 then 
G contains the W5-subdivision centred on v. which consists of the paths Q,,$ Qz, 
R, PI, P3, R&l), RI’) and R$‘) and the edges vow,, ‘uow2, as shown in Fig. 7(a). If 
x # vO, suppose without loss of generality that x = trl and observe that then G 
contains the W5-subdivision centred on v. consisting of the paths Q,,, Qz, R, Pl, 
R&l), RI’), R$‘), Rf2) and Ri2) and the edges vlwl, qw2. as shown in Fig. 7(b). We 
remark that this W,-subdivision is not centred on uo, but rather on q. 

Care 3. G has a Wd-subdivision H centred on v. and a vertex u E A!&,)\&&o) 
such that 

W.(u) n v, G Py for some i E {l, 2,3,4}. . 

Assume without loss of generality that &(u) n VH s Pr. Let ul(H, u) be the 
last vertex of U’,‘,(u) n VH encountered in traversing Pr from V. to vr. Assume 
that H, u are chosen to minimize 

dpIH(ul(K u), vr)- 

Let Q, be a path in (&(u)) from vO to ;f,(H, u) which is disjoint Tom H other 
than at its endpoints, and put Ql = Pf&, ul(H, G)]. (See Fig. 8.) Set 

A = (U&l U V(Ql))Wo, u,W UN, 
B = V(H - Ql). 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. WS-subdivisions found in the final cases dealt with in Subcase 2b. 
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Observe that: A fl B = 8; A # 0, for otRerwise QO and QI are parallel edges; and 
B # 0. Now the removal of {vO, ul(H, u)) cannot disconnect A from B, since G is 
s-connected. Hence there is a path Q2 from A to B which avoids {vO, ul(H, u j j 
and which, it may be assumed, meets A and I3 each 
vB respectively. Suppose vA E U’(u)\V(QI). Then 
which implies vB E U’(U), a contradiction. Thus 

only once, in vertices VA and 
Q2 is contained in (U’(u)) 

(See Fig. g.) It follows that the distance from u. to ul(H, u) along Q, is at least 2. 
Let L = (VL, Et) be the &-subdivision obtained from l”i by replacing Pr with 

the tlo-ulf path, which we call Pf, consisting of Q. together with 
Py[u,(H, u)r, vfj. We set Pi = Pf, P$ = Pr, Pf = Pz, CL = Cn, so by definition 
v~=v~foralli~(I ,2,3,4}. Define u’ to be the vertex adjacent to v. on Q1; it 

Fig. 8. Diagram frrr Case 3. 
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is not in L, by the last sentence of the previouqparagraph, so u’ E ZV&,)WL(~oj. 
C!fmly VjJ E U&‘). If VB E e L \ uz, v$, v$, vf} then L, u’ satisfy the hypotheses B {-” 

of Case 1 and so G has a W5-subdivision. If vg E V(Pi) U V(P$) U V(Pi) then L, 
ut satisfy the hypotheses of Case 2 and so G has a W+subdivision. Thus we 
suppose that vB E V(P;“). Since v B is in & it is on P;“(u& u), vi] = 
Pr(u,(H, u), I$]]. Thus uI(L, u’), the last vertex on Pf- (going away from vO) in 
U,(d) n VL, is on Pf(ti@, u), vF]- Thus 

dpt(ul(L, us), v:) < &y(ul(K u), v:) = d,y(uI(K (0, vi?, 

contradicting the minimality of ddu@, u), vr) (with respect to w, u). 
It is not difficult to see that the three cases we have considered are exhaustive: 

in fact, for every H and every u E N&&V’(q-J, &(u) must be of one of the 
three types described. We have shown that in each case G must contain a 
W5-subdivision, so the proof is complete. 0 

4, AIgorlthms 

Theorem 3.1 forms the basis of the following polynomial time algorithm for 
solving SHP( W4). 

Algorithm I. 

Step 1. Input : Graph G. 
Step 2. If IV(G)1 ~4, reject G. 
Step 3. If G is 3=connected, go to 4; otherwise: 

3.1. 

3.2. 

3-3. 
3.4. 

Find a separating set V, for G of at most two vertices, with V, 
IIIiiClIlal. 
If 1 VOl = 2, form G ’ by adding an edge between the * -1~ members of 
VO if none exists already. 
If IV,l4, set G’=G. 
Find the Bridges Ur2 c c . , Uk of G’ I V& 
Apply the algorithm recursively to each ( Uj), 1 s e’ s k. If any ( Q) 
is accepted, accept G. Otherwise, reject G. - 

Step 4. If G has a vertex of degree at least 4, accept G ; otherwise, reject 6. 

Algorithm 1 accepts a graph G if and only if one of the following holds: 
(i) G is 3-connected and has a vertex of degree at least 4. 
(ii) G has a separating set VO with IV01 < 2 such that some subgraph induced by 

one of the bridges of 6’ I V, is accepted when the algorithm is recursively applied 
to it. 

If a graph C has a separating set VO of size at most 2 then G 
W,msubdivision if and onty if some subgraph of G’ in uced by a bridge of 
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has a Wdosubdivision. This follows from the 3-connectivity of Wd. In effect, the 
oniy way’ a Wdosubdivision can “straddle” V, is in the case IV01 = 2, by a single 
path which passes through V. twice, returning to the bridge of G’ 1 V. that it came 
from; this is reflected in the addition of an edge between the two members of V. 
in Step 3.2. 

This observation, together with Theorem 3-1, implies that one of (i), (ii) holds 
if and only if 6; has a Wd-subdivision. Thus Algorithm 1 solves SHP(W& It is 
clear also that the algorithm runs in polynoatial time (it is a standard 
divide-and-conquer method). 

We now present our algorithm for solving SI!IP(W,), which employs a similar 
technique. 

Step f. Input :Graph G. 
Step 2 if IV(G)1 6 5, reject G. 
Step 3. If G is %connected, go to 4; otherwise, do Steps 3.1, to 3.4 which we do 

not write out as they are exactly the same as the corresponding steps in 
Algorithm 1 (although in 3.4 “the algorithm” must now be taken to refer 
to our algorithm here). 

Step 4. If G has no internal 3=edge_cutset, go to 5; otherwise: 
4.1. Find an internal 3-edge-cutset E’ of G. Suppose E’ = { el, e2, e,}. 
4.2 Let G1, G2 be the components of G-E’. For each j, 1 “is 3, let the 

endpoints of ei in G1, G2 be Uj, V~ respectively. Form G; from G1 
(respectively Gi from Gz) by adding a single new vertex wl (w,) 
adjacent to each of ul, u2, tc3 (ul, u2, v3). 

4.3. Apply the algorithm recursively to Gi au& G& If either is accepted, 
accept G; otherwise, i(;jeti G. 

Step 5 If G has no vertex of degree at least 5, reject G; otherwise, continue. 
Step 6. For each vertex v of G of degree at least 5, determine whether G-v has a 

circuit of length at least 5. If some such G-v has such a circuit, accept 6; 
otherwise, reject G. 

It is straightforward to use Theorem 3.4 to verify that this algorithm recognizes 
SHP(WJ. The argument is very similar to our justification of Algorithm 1, except 
that the case in which G has an internal 3-edge-cutset has to be dealt with as well. 
This is not very difficult, however; a Ws-subdivision H in G can only contain 
edges of such a cutset E’ if either (i) some path of H leaves and returns to one 
component of G-E’ via E’, or (ii) H contains one vertex of degree 3 in a 
dBerent component of G-E’ from its other vertices of degree at least 3 (see Fig. 
9). e way we form G; and Gk fully takes account of these possibilities, and so it 
is not difficult to see that G has a -subdivision if and only if at least one of 61, 
G$ does. 
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Fig. 9. 

It is routine to verify that Algorithm 2 runs in polynomial time, provided that 
in Step 6 we use a polynomial time algorithm to determine whether a graph has a 
circuit of length at least 5. Such an algorithm certainly exists: c;ie could use a 
divide-and-conquer method, similar to Algorithm 1, based on the fact that a 
2-connected graph G with at least 5 vertices has no circuit of length 35 if and 
only if G has a pair of vertices such that every edge of G is incident with a vertex 
in the pair (see for example [9]). 

In going from the proof of Lemma 3.2, concerning Wd-subdivisions, to the 
proof of Theorem 3.4, concerning W5-subdivisions, a considerable jump in 
difliculty occurs. -4s can p-z&k; be gpprcciated, dealing with the exclusion of 
We-subdivisions (at least byy our sort of approach) becomes even more compli- 
cated. There are a number of reasons for this. Firstly, an approach like ours 
would exploit the existence under suitable conditions of a W5-subdivision H and 
would investigate how the bridges of (3 1 V(H) interact with H. We would expect 
to have rather more cases to deal with than the four cases we had using this kind 
of approach when M was a W---subdivision in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Secondly, 
in proving Theorem 3.4 we made great use of the fact that G not tinly had 8 
Wd-subdivision, but a W&ubdivision centred on 2to, our chosen vertex of degree 
at least 5. In proving a similar theorem for W6 we would expect to exploit the 
presence in a graph satisfying suitable conditions of a 
we may not be able to expect to find a -subdivision centred exactly where we 
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Fig. 10. 

please. Certainly a graph C satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.4 need 
have a WS-subdivision centred on a given vertex u. of degree at least 5. 
example illustrating this possibility is given in Fig. 10; here there is 
WTsubdivision centred on uo. 

not 
h 
no 

Thus, an attack on W6 using our soq of approach can be expected to involve a 
prohibitive amount of case analysis. It would still be of interest to find a similar 
result for Wb9 and to find a better approach to dealing with such excluded 
subdivisions ior this and other pattern graphs. 
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